Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Since their conception, SAT-solvers have become significantly more efficient, but they have also become significantly more complex. Consequently, there has been increasing interest in understanding their theoretical limitations and strengths. Much of the recent literature has focused on the relationship between CDCL SAT-solvers[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} and the resolution proof system. Beame et al. \[[@CR5]\] were the first to study this relationship and many followed suit (see \[[@CR3], [@CR6], [@CR7], [@CR11], [@CR13]--[@CR15], [@CR17]--[@CR20]\] among others). In particular, Pipatsrisawat and Darwiche \[[@CR18]\] show that, under a few assumptions, CDCL with the nondeterministic decision strategy (i.e., when the solver has to choose a variable to assign, it chooses both the variable and its assigned value nondeterministically) polynomially simulates resolution. An obvious question arises from this result: how much does the theoretical efficiency of CDCL depend on nondeterminism in the decision strategy? Along these lines, Atserias et al. \[[@CR3]\] (concurrently with \[[@CR18]\]) show that CDCL with the *random* decision strategy (i.e., both the variable and assigned value are chosen uniformly at random) simulates bounded-width resolution, under essentially the same assumptions as those in \[[@CR18]\]. More recently, Vinyals \[[@CR20]\] has shown that CDCL with the VSIDS decision strategy -- among other common dynamic decision strategies -- does not simulate general resolution. We attempt to make progress on this question by studying a simple decision strategy that we call the *ordered* decision strategy. This strategy is identical to the one studied by Beame et al. \[[@CR4]\] in the context of DPLL without clause learning. It is defined naturally: when the solver has to choose a variable to assign, it chooses the smallest unassigned variable according to some fixed order and chooses its assigned value nondeterministically. If unit propagation is used, the solver may assign variables out of order; a unit clause does not necessarily correspond to the smallest unassigned variable. This possibility of "cutting the line" is precisely what makes the situation more subtle and nontrivial. Thus, our motivating question is the following:"*Is there a family of contradictory CNFs* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{\tau _n\}_{n = 1}^\infty $$\end{document}$ *that possess polynomial size resolution refutations but require superpolynomial time for CDCL using the ordered decision strategy?*"We also note in passing that this question may be motivated as a way of understanding the strength of *static* decision strategies such as MINCE \[[@CR1]\] and FORCE \[[@CR2]\].

**Our Contributions.** A proof system that captures any class of CDCL solvers should be no stronger than general resolution, and if it captures solvers with the ordered decision strategy, it should be reasonably expected to be at least as strong as ordered resolution with respect to the same order. Our main results show that, depending on the learning scheme employed, both of these extremes are attained. More specifically, we prove CDCL with the ordered decision strategy and a learning scheme we call $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathsf {DECISION}\text {-}\mathsf {L}}$$\end{document}$ is equivalent to ordered resolution (Theorem [1](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"}). In particular, it does not simulate general resolution.CDCL with the ordered decision strategy and a learning scheme we call FIRST-L is equivalent to general resolution (Theorem [2](#FPar11){ref-type="sec"}).

Remark 1 {#FPar1}
--------

As the name suggests, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathsf {DECISION}\text {-}\mathsf {L}}$$\end{document}$ is the same as the so-called DECISION learning scheme.[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} FIRST-L is a learning scheme designed to directly simulate particular resolution steps in the presence of certain forms of nondeterminism, and is similar to FirstNewCut \[[@CR5]\]. In the full version of this paper \[[@CR16]\], we also prove linear width lower bounds which, combined with the second result, create a sharp contrast with the size-width relationship for general resolution proved by Ben-Sasson and Wigderson \[[@CR8]\].

In these two results, the CDCL solver may arbitrarily choose the conflict/unit clause if there are several, may elect not to do conflict analysis/unit propagations at all, and may restart at any time. This substantial amount of nondeterminism allows us to identify two proof systems that are, more or less straightforwardly, equivalent to the corresponding CDCL variant. Determining the exact power of these systems constitutes our main technical contribution.

There are a couple points of interpretation to emphasize here. First, the implicit separation between CDCL solvers and general resolution in the first result applies to *actual* SAT-solver implementations, albeit with heuristics that are not usually used in practice, and could, in principle, be demonstrated by experiment. In contrast, the second result does not say anything substantial about actual SAT-solver implementations. But we also note that this is not unprecedented. The correspondence between proof systems and algorithms considered here is very similar to the correspondence between *regWRTI* and a variant of CDCL with similar features called DLL-LEARN, both introduced by Buss et al. \[[@CR11]\]; nonstandard sources of nondeterminism manifest themselves naturally when translating CDCL into a proof system. Both lower and upper bounds on these systems are valuable; even if upper bounds do not apply directly to practice, they demonstrate, often nontrivially, what convenient features of simple proof systems must be dropped to potentially prove separations.

Finally, in order to aid the above work -- and, perhaps, even facilitate further research in the area -- we present a model and language for studying CDCL-based proof systems. This model is not meant to be novel, and is heavily influenced by previous work \[[@CR3], [@CR13], [@CR17]\]. However, the primary goal of our model is to *highlight* possible nonstandard sources of nondeterminism in variants of CDCL, as opposed to creating a model completely faithful to applications. Our second result (Theorem [2](#FPar11){ref-type="sec"}) can be written in this language as:"*For any order* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi $$\end{document}$-D) *is polynomially equivalent to general resolution.*"Due to space limitations, not all proofs are provided and there may be excluded details or remarks that, though not essential, are useful in understanding possible subtleties in the constructions and arguments. After presenting the preliminary material in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we give an nearly complete account of our first result mentioned above in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, and reflect very briefly on our second result in Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}. We refer the reader to the full version of this paper \[[@CR16]\] for complete proofs and extended discussion.

Preliminaries {#Sec2}
=============

Throughout the paper, we assume that the set of propositional variables is fixed as . A *literal* is either a propositional variable or its negation. We will sometimes use the abbreviation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x^a$$\end{document}$). A *clause* is a set of literals, thought of as their disjunction, in which no variable appears together with its negation. For a clause *C*, let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {Var}(C)$$\end{document}$ denote the set of variables appearing in *C*. A *CNF* is a set of clauses thought of as their conjunction. For a CNF $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C \in \tau $$\end{document}$. We denote the empty clause by 0. The *width* of a clause is the number of literals in it.

The *resolution proof system* is a Hilbert-style proof system whose lines are clauses and that has only one *resolution rule*We will sometimes denote the result of resolving $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {Res}(C\vee x_i^a, D\vee x_i^{1-a})$$\end{document}$.

The *size* of a resolution proof $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\varPi |$$\end{document}$, is the number of lines in it. For a CNF $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_R(\tau \vdash C)$$\end{document}$ denote the minimal possible size of a resolution proof of the clause *C* from clauses in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w(\tau \vdash C)$$\end{document}$ denote the minimal possible width of such a proof, defined as the maximal width of a clause in it. For a proof $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Note that the *weakening rule*is *not* included by default. In the full system of resolution it is admissible in the sense that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Resolution Graphs.** Our results depend on the careful analysis of the structure of resolution proofs. It will, for example, be useful for us to maintain structural properties of the proof while changing the underlying clauses and derivations.

Definition 1 {#FPar2}
------------
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In the following collection of definitions, let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\max _\varPi V(\varPi )|=1$$\end{document}$, i.e., it has a unique sink. These definitions behave naturally, as demonstrated by the following useful proposition, which is easily verified.
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**CDCL-Based Proof Systems.** Our approach to modeling CDCL is, in a sense, the opposite of what currently exists in the literature. Rather than attempting to model CDCL solver implementations as closely as possible and allowing nondeterminism in various features, we rigorously describe a *basic* model that is very liberal and nondeterministic and intends to approximate the union of most conceivable features of CDCL solvers. Then models of actual interest will be defined by their *deviations* from the basic model. Due to space limitations, we present our model rather tersely (see the full version of this paper \[[@CR16]\] for further details).
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The underlying structure of our model is a labeled transition system whose states represent data maintained by a CDCL solver during runtime and whose labeled transitions are possible actions taken by a solver during runtime. We first define explicitly what constitutes a state.

Definition 2 {#FPar4}
------------
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We now describe the core of our (or, for that matter, any other) model, that is, transition rules between states.

Definition 3 {#FPar5}
------------
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*D*(*S*) consists of all annotated assignments such that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To make sure that this definition is sound, we have to guarantee that *C* and *D* are actually resolvable (that is, they do not contain any other conflicting variables but $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Claim {#FPar6}
-----
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*Finally, we let* *and* *This completes the description of the basic model.*
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Definition 4 {#FPar7}
------------
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Theoretical analysis usually deals with *classes* (i.e., sets) of individual solvers rather than with individual implementations. We define such classes by prioritizing and restricting various actions.

Definition 5 {#FPar8}
------------

A **local** class of CDCL solvers is described by a collection of subsets $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We will describe local classes of solvers in terms of *amendments* prescribing what actions should be *removed* from the set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Thus, our preferred way to specify local classes of solvers and the corresponding proof systems is by listing one or more amendments, with the convention that their effect is cumulative: an action is removed from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 6 {#FPar9}
------------
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Using this language, the main result from \[[@CR18]\] can be very roughly summarized as"CDCL($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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At this point, since we discuss our main results in the introduction, we formulate them here more or less matter-of-factly.

Theorem 1 {#FPar10}
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Theorem 2 {#FPar11}
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=================================================================================================================================================================

The proof of Theorem [1](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} is divided into two parts: we prove that each system is equivalent to an intermediate system we call $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 3 {#FPar12}
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We prove Theorem [3](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"} by applying a sequence of transformations to a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 7 {#FPar13}
------------
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Proof {#FPar14}
-----
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Consider the set of nodes whose clauses are *k*-small. Note that this set is parent-complete. We claim that it is also upward-closed and, hence, path-complete. Indeed, let *u* be a parent of *v* and assume that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Claim {#FPar15}
-----

In the following properties, let *u* and *v* be arbitrary vertices in *V*(*D*).
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At last, we must show the equivalence holds for the corresponding CDCL system. We provide a sketch of the proof.
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Proof {#FPar17}
-----
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This result is by far the most technical. It would have been impossible to give a satisfying treatment in the space available, but in the interest of providing some idea of its formal aspects, we briefly discuss our approach. As in the previous section, the proof is divided into two parts: we prove that each system is equivalent to an intermediate system we call $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 8 {#FPar18}
------------
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Without the unit propagation rule, this is just $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 5 {#FPar19}
---------
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The key observation is that, due to the unit propagation rule, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To make this approach feasible, we introduce a new operator, which may be of independent interest, called *variable deletion*; it is an analogue of restriction for sets of variables as opposed to sets of variable assignments. This operator has the property that it always yields a nontrivial refutation (for proper subsets of variables), and its size and structure are highly regulated by the size and structure of the input refutation. This allows for a surgery-like process; we simulate small local pieces of the refutation and then stitch them together into a new global refutation. For complete details, see the full version of this paper \[[@CR16]\].

Conclusion {#Sec5}
==========

Our work continues the line of research aimed at better understanding theoretical limitations of CDCL solvers. We have focused on the impact of decision strategies, and we have considered the simple strategy that always chooses the first available variable under a fixed ordering. We have shown that, somewhat surprisingly, the power of this model heavily depends on the learning scheme employed and may vary from ordered resolution to general resolution.
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In this paper, we focus solely on solvers which implement conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL). We refer to such solvers as CDCL SAT-solvers, CDCL solvers, or just CDCL for short.
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                \begin{document}$$c_\varPi $$\end{document}$ is injective; we allow the same clause to appear in the proof several times.

Restarts will be treated as a part of the learning scheme.

That is, polynomial in the size of the state *S*, not in *n*.
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An amendment is polynomial-time computable if determining whether an action in *Action*(*S*) is allowed by the amendment is polynomial-time checkable, given the state *S*.
